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Macron embraces 
high-risk diplomacy 
at EU’s expense

Just as the United States is seeking less frosty ties
with the new leaders of the European Union,
French President Emmanuel Macron has seized the

helm of European diplomacy, filling a vacuum left by a
distracted Britain and a weakened Germany. The high-
stakes strategy, in which Macron has bypassed
London, Brussels and Berlin since August to try to
defuse a US-Iran standoff and mend EU ties with
Russia, is part of a bid to boost French influence across
EU affairs, diplomats say.

While he has won praise for trying to resolve chron-
ic global crises, his approach is alienating European
allies by eroding a painstakingly built, multilateral EU
system, adding to confusion abroad about who is really
running Europe, diplomats say. “We will speak to who-
ever is in charge, and if that’s Macron, fine,” Gordon
Sondland, US Ambassador to the European Union, told
Reuters. “But if I were the Czech Republic or Italy, I’d
ask whose interests he is putting first.” Prime Minister
Boris Johnson is preoccupied by Britain’s decision to
exit the EU, while Germany’s Angela Merkel is on her
way out amid a slowdown of the EU’s biggest econo-
my. Against that backdrop, Macron’s hosting of the
annual G7 summit in the French coastal resort of
Biarritz last month underlined his burgeoning diplo-
matic ambitions. Macron held a private lunch with
Donald Trump and, with the latter’s blessing, allowed
Iran’s foreign minister to spend a few hours in Biarritz
and spoke with Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, all in
hopes of coaxing direct U.S.-Iranian dialogue.

None occurred, though Macron later declared
Rouhani was open to meeting Trump, possibly at the
annual United Nations General Assembly that opens
this week in New York. But diplomats said Macron’s
diplomacy with the Iranians took Britain and Germany,
France’s partners in the now unravelling 2015 nuclear
deal with Tehran, by surprise. In early September,
Macron sent his foreign and defense ministers to
Moscow to reset strained EU relations with Russia
without telling the bloc’s Brussels-based foreign policy
branch beforehand, three EU diplomats said.

The Moscow venture came days after US Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo flew to Brussels to meet the
incoming leaders of the EU, including new foreign poli-
cy chief Josep Borrell, a more seasoned diplomat with
whom Washington says it wants to work. “The (2016)
Brexit vote has caused British foreign policy to shrink
dramatically. When Emmanuel Macron swept into
power in May 2017, the theory was that Paris and
Germany would form a tight alliance in the foreign pol-
icy realm,” said Jalel Harchaoui, research fellow at the
Clingendael Institute. “In reality, Merkel’s
Germany...has largely neglected international diploma-
cy. Meanwhile, Macron’s France, hailed as a beacon of
liberalism, has time and time again ignored the EU.”

‘Electric shock’ treatment
France says it is concerned that while the EU wields

“soft power” as the world’s biggest aid donor, the 28-
nation bloc has been unable to respond effectively as a
whole to multiple crises including in Ukraine, Syria and
Yemen. But in Libya, where chaos has reigned since
the 2011 fall of Muammar Gaddafi, Macron’s go-it-
alone approach backfired. France organized two sum-
mits trying to bring warring Libyan factions together,
but failed to make progress and angered Italy, which
saw the move as French intervention in its traditional
geographic backyard.

Tensions between Paris, Berlin, Rome and Brussels
mean EU foreign policy could fray further as Europe is
evolves into a theatre of strategic rivalry between the
United States and China, with Russia as Beijing’s junior
partner, diplomats warn. Some Paris-based foreign
diplomats are excited by the new direction of European
diplomacy. They feel they are better off cultivating
closer ties with Macron’s government than with
Brussels as he pursues robust diplomatic initiatives.

“Europe needed electric shock (treatment). Macron
gets us involved now on global matters, whereas
before we got ignored. We see Paris as the place to go
to first in Europe to get things done,” said a Western
diplomat based in Paris. In his annual speech to the
Paris-based diplomatic corps in August, Macron
repeated 18 times the need for audacity in French
diplomacy, and for France to fully play its role as a
“balancing power” in a world dominated by China and
the United States. “Today, in Europe, nobody has that
vitality and nobody has made the strategic and human
investment that we have. And that is our fundamental
point: to influence things,” Macron said. “We need this
strategy of audacity.” EU diplomats say it suits
Germany to let Macron take the lead on averting con-
flict with Iran as Berlin is loath to upset Iran’s foe Israel
for historical reasons, or appear to confront Trump,
with whom the Germans have a fraught relationship
over trade, natural gas contracts with Russia and
defence spending. — Reuters

Democrat Joe Biden kicked off his 2020 presidential
campaign in April at a Teamsters union hall in
Pittsburgh, the one-time US steel capital, a well-

choreographed show intended to prove that blue-collar
voters were central to his effort to win the White House. “I
make no apologies. I am a union man,” he declared. But in
Philadelphia, where Biden yesterday was among a half
dozen Democratic presidential candidates appearing at
what labor union federation the AFL-CIO has billed as a
“Workers’ Presidential Summit,” there are signs of cracks
in Biden’s union support.

Philadelphia for Biden is not just any city. It is home to
his campaign headquarters, the biggest city in his home
state of Pennsylvania, and an area that has long been home
to oil refineries - and their union employees. And it is just
miles from Delaware, which he represented in the US
Senate for more than 30 years. More than a dozen current
and former union leaders and workers who spoke to
Reuters recently in Philadelphia, questioned Biden’s loyalty.

In embracing calls to phase out the fossil fuel industry
that many of the region’s pipefitters and steelworkers rely
on for jobs, they say, the former vice president and
Democratic frontrunner risks losing his “hard-hat” appeal
in a critical swing state. “I think Biden has taken our
votes for granted. Our plant closed and we didn’t hear
from him, said Ryan O’Callaghan, the former union head
of a now-shuttered Philadelphia refinery. The
Philadelphia Energy Solutions refinery, the largest and
oldest on the US East Coast, closed its doors in August
after a massive fire, idling more than 1,000 employees
including some 650 union workers.

For Biden, large job cuts in a key battleground state
could have been a ready-made opportunity to burnish his
blue-collar bona fides and force Republican President
Donald Trump to defend how a major refinery in the state
shut on his watch. Trump won Pennsylvania in 2016 with a

margin of less than 1 percentage point over Democrat
Hillary Clinton. Trump also prevailed with narrow margins
in Michigan and Wisconsin, traditionally Democratic Rust
Belt states.

Clinton beat Trump by only 9 percentage points among
voters from union households, according to exit polls,
much less than President Barack Obama’s 18-point advan-
tage over Mitt Romney in 2012. When auto union workers
voted to strike at General Motors on Sunday, Biden tweet-
ed, “Proud to stand with @UAW to demand fair wages and
benefits for their members. America’s workers deserve
better.”

But his silence on the refinery - and that of other
Democratic presidential candidates for that matter - sug-
gests how the party’s aggressive environmental agenda
may be boxing Biden out of an issue that seemingly plays
into his brand of politics. Biden is not the only Democrat
who must reconcile calls to phase out fossil fuels with the
need to attract union workers who rely on refineries, pow-
er plants and pipelines.

But as someone who draws on his upbringing in the
working class stronghold of Scranton, in northeastern
Pennsylvania, and has been speaking the language of
unions for years, Biden offers himself as the only candidate
who can bring back Rust Belt workers who defected from
Democrats to vote for Trump in 2016.

Terry Madonna, a political scientist at Franklin &
Marshall University in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, said
Biden needs to walk a finer line than some of his pro-
gressive rivals who can offer a full-throated endorse-
ment on a range of policies without fear of angering
moderates. “Right now, he’s trapped between his his-
torical support for the unions on issues of energy and
the left wing of his party on environmental issues who
are pushing for a Green New Deal, and he’s needs
them both,” Madonna said. Philadelphia labor support

is  important  to  any Democrat  looking to  win a
statewide election, because large turnout in the region
can offset Republican margins in the central part of the
state, he said.

Vying for union backing
The criticism from workers in Biden’s own backyard

underscores his challenges. Most workers at the
Philadelphia Energy Solutions refinery were laid off with-
out severance pay and extended health benefits, while top
executives collected $4.5 million worth of retention bonus-
es just weeks before the company filed for bankruptcy in
July. “He says the right things, but actions speak louder
than words. I am not sure anyone could say he’s been there
for the refineries at the moment,” said Denis Stephano, a
Democratic activist and retired union head of a different
refinery just outside Philadelphia.

Biden’s campaign did not directly respond to why he
has stayed silent on the shuttered refinery, but noted
Biden’s history of supporting labor, including helping usher
in the 2008 bailout of the auto industry and opposing
Republican-led efforts to limit union participation.
Campaign officials also referred to how Biden’s clean ener-
gy plan calls for replacing oil industry jobs with well-pay-
ing, green-energy jobs. Biden has won some union back-
ing. The International Association of Firefighters - one of
the nation’s largest unions with some 300,000 members -
endorsed Biden on the first day of his campaign. The fire-
fighters did not endorse any candidate in 2016. The
United Food and Commercial Works 1776 Keystone State,
with some 35,000 members in Pennsylvania, has decided
to endorse Biden, union president Wendell Young told
Reuters for the first time. “He has been a rock-solid sup-
porter of labor over all these years. As much as I like all
the Democrats, I know Joe and I know what Joe has
done,” Young said. — Reuters

Former US vice president and Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden addresses the crowd at The Galivants Ferry Stump on Monday in Galivants Ferry, South Carolina. — AFP 

Biden bid to attract Rust Belt workers faces troubles

Trump backed off 
on Iran last time — 
but will he again? 

Donald Trump famously canceled a missile strike on
Iran in June, but Tehran will not be resting easy
following the unpredictable president’s warning

that the United States is again “locked and loaded”. After
giving diplomats whiplash last week with reversals on
Afghanistan, Trump now has the world on tenterhooks
over his response to a weekend attack on Saudi oil facili-
ties that his top diplomat has blamed on Iran. “We’ll
see?” he tweeted Monday in a phrase that encapsulated
the lack of clarity.

Just last week, the White House was dangling out the
possibility of a meeting between Trump and President
Hassan Rouhani, which would mark an extraordinary
thaw in US-Iranian relations. Even though the Iranians
showed little sign of being ready, Trump aides and Trump
himself hinted at openness to at least an informal
encounter during the UN General Assembly in New York

next week. As Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said:
“The president has made very clear he is prepared to
meet with no preconditions.”

Then came Saturday’s attack by drones setting ablaze
oil processing facilities in Saudi Arabia, a close US ally
and a bitter enemy of Iran. Iranian-backed Houthi rebels
fighting Saudi-backed forces in Yemen claimed responsi-
bility. The Saudis and Pompeo pointed the finger at
Tehran, which in turn insisted it was not responsible. The
intensifying back and forth put Trump in the role of refer-
ee and, as is his style, he’s leaving the players in suspense.

On Sunday, Trump tweeted that the United States was
“locked and loaded depending on verification”. By
Monday, though, he had little more to say. While “pretty
much” sure Iran is to blame, “we want to find (out) defini-
tively,” he said, boasting about US military capabilities,
while adding “we’d certainly like to avoid war.”

‘Smart’ or ‘tough?’ 
It was in June, after the US drone downing, that Trump

ordered a retaliatory bombing raid against Iran, only to
say he’d called it off with 10 minutes to go. He said the
dramatic reversal was made after learning 150 people
could die, which he saw as out of proportion. That
moment of restraint - which some critics said had more
to do with chaotic decision making than the president’s

sense of humanity - fit in with Trump’s promise to keep
the United States out of unnecessary wars.

After two decades of military quagmires in
Afghanistan and Iraq, this was one of the factors in 2016
that fueled Trump’s appeal to voters looking to break the
status quo. But Trump is just as keen to show toughness
abroad. It’s a contradiction that came to a head on Sept 7
when, after months of painstaking negotiations with the
Taliban, Trump surprised everyone by announcing he had
wanted to meet personally with the insurgents near
Washington. In the same tweet, he revealed the even
greater surprise that he’d canceled the meeting at the last
minute because of a Taleban bomb attack a few days earli-
er, in which one American soldier died. Subsequently,
Trump clarified that the peace talks were being scrapped
altogether. Which Trump is at the controls now over Iran?
“We not only have the fog of war in the Middle East as to
the attacks on Saudi oil, but also the fog of foreign policy
when it comes to the United States,” warned Richard
Haass, president of the Council on Foreign Relations. In the
wake of the Taleban turmoil, Trump fired his national secu-
rity advisor John Bolton, whom he had frequently
described as too bellicose. Bolton, a major advocate of the
war in Iraq, had long supported overthrowing Iran’s gov-
ernment, so his departure fed speculation that the more
dovish Trump was in the ascendant. — AFP

Making waves: US 
youngsters gear up 
for climate protests 

For years, teenager Nora Gell from New York had
learned about the environment and recycling at
school, but her commitment to protecting the planet

ended there. “When we went home, it didn’t matter; it was
a small issue that we could afford to ignore at that time,”
the 14-year-old told AFP. Now, she is a full-fledged
activist, one of a growing number of youngsters embracing
a climate movement that is demanding that world leaders
act now to save the planet. 

The teenager plans to skip school on Friday to take part
in an environment demonstration for the first time, along-
side young Swedish activist Greta Thunberg. “I feel like I
have an obligation to do something,” Gell tells AFP, fash-
ioning cardboard cutouts of waves to hold aloft during this
week’s coordinated worldwide climate protests. She is in
part inspired by 16-year-old Thunberg’s “Fridays for
future” strikes which have seen students across Europe

abandon classrooms every Friday to call on adults to com-
mit to saving the environment. “I know the sacrifices I
make for this are 100 percent worth it,” adds Gell.

She was one of several hundred youngsters who
attended a workshop in Brooklyn on Sunday to make plac-
ards and banners for Friday’s protest. The waves symbolize
rising sea levels in the world’s oceans. Thousands are
expected to attend the rally outside the United Nations
headquarters in Manhattan. It is one of thousands of
demonstrations happening around the globe ahead of a
UN summit on zero emissions on Sept 23.

It is not known how many people will attend but
celebrities and non-governmental organizations have
called for large numbers of people to take to the streets.
Seventeen-year-old New Yorker Elijah Gutierrez will be
there. He has been handing out flyers at school and talking
non-stop to fellow pupils to encourage them to join the
march. “It’s just going to get bigger and bigger,” Gutierrez,
covered in blue paint from making waves, said of the glob-
al climate movement.

“As it gets bigger... the march on Earth Day 2020 is
going to be huge,” he added, referring to the 50th anniver-
sary of Earth Day, which organizers hope will be the
biggest ever. Gutierrez has been able to convince ten kids
to attend so far, but hopes he can get 20 by the end of the
week. New York authorities have given their blessings to

the one million children in over 1,700 schools in the US
financial capital to miss school for the event.

Gutierrez will vote for the first time in next year’s presi-
dential election and has been watching the Democratic
debates closely to learn who is most committed to pro-
tecting the environment. — AFP 

Nora Gell paints waves on paper as she takes part in an
event to make art for the Sept 20 Youth Climate Strike on
Sept 15, 2019 in New York City. — AFP


